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Abstract: Molecular anthropology has become a multidisciplinary field cross-linked by both
natural science and social science. In the studies of molecular anthropology, human DNA is used as a
tool for analyzing the population structures and relationships. These analyses result in genetic
distances among the populations, which, together with findings from other anthropologic fields, is
used to reconstruct phylogenetic trees of various populations. In this paper, we found a close
relationship between the Austronesian and Daic populations in the south of East Asia, and
reconstructed the phylogenesis of the two population groups using paternal Y-chromosomes and
maternal mitochondrial DNA. We argued that an Austro-Tai super-family is reasonable based on the
close relationship between the two families.
Key words: Molecular Anthropology, Austro-Tai, Y chromosome haplogroups, mtDNA haplogroups,
Bai Yue, Ethnic history
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Austro-Tai populations are a unity not only in
culture but also in genetic structure. The most
frequent Y-SNP marker of Austro-Tai is the O1
haplogroup, which is very rare out of the
Austro-Tai family. By analyzing the structure
within the O1 haplogroup, we can learn the
expansion history of the Austro-Tai populations.
Aside from the Y-chromosome, we also studied
the maternal lineages by examining the mtDNA.
We found that B4a, B4b, M7b etc of mtDNA
are also concentrated in the Austro-Tai
populations. By these analyses, the early
history of the peopling of the southern East

The Austro-Tai populations include three
groups, the Dai (Tai-Kadai) family on the South
China and Indo-China Peninsular, the
aboriginal group on Taiwan Island, and the
Malay-Polynesian family found throughout the
Pacific Ocean, India Ocean, and Southeast Asia.
To determine the phylogenetic tree within the
Austro-Tai populations, we examined the Y
chromosomal and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
diversity of 1,325 individual samples, covering
most of the Austro-Tai population from Taiwan,
Hainan, mainland China, Vietnam, Thailand,
and Indonesia. Our findings show that the
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structural analysis on Y chromosome O1
haplogroup shows that Taiwan aborigines and
Malayans were on opposite sides of Daic.
About 10 thousand years ago, Tai and Kadai
populations were polarized. Populations in the
west of Guangdong became Kadai, the
ancestors of the present Glao people, and those
in the east of Guangdong became Tai, the
ancestor of Kam-Tai. Geographically, the
Kam-Sui population is closest neighbor of the
Glao, which resulted in frequent gene flow
subsequently.
The second period is the further
diversification of Daic and migration of
Austronesian populations in the Neolithic Age.
About eight thousand years ago, Neolith culture
and agriculture germinated in the east of
Guangdong, making this area a core region of
the Daic expansion. These cultures spread out
rapidly, branching off into three groups, Yue,
Klam, and Lowland Taiwanese. The Yue group
arrived in Zhejiang and later developed into the
famous Hemudu and Liangzhu Neolithic
culture. The core group of Klam, which spread
in Guangdong and Fujian, Nan-Yue and
Min-Yue subsequently, became the second
stratum of the Kam-Tai structure. The Lowland
Taiwanese mostly came from Min-Yue. Time
estimate of the O1 haplogroup indicates that
paternal lineages of the Yue, Kam-Tai, and
Taiwan aborigines were mostly founded about
eight thousand years ago. This time point was
supported by archaeological discoveries.
During the time from five to three
thousand years ago, Min-Yue in Fujian and
Nan-Yue in Guangdong were polarized, and
gave birth to some new groups migrating out of
the core region. These new populations were
usually called Ou, which meant the outside
people. Eventually, the Eastern-Ou migrated
northward out of Min-Yue to south Zhejiang,
and the Western-Ou traveled westward out of
Nan-Yue to Guangxi. The Western-Ou mixed
with the Luo-Yue and became the ancestors of

Asia will be clearer.
Austro-Tai populations were one of the
Mongoloid branches of modern humans that
emerged out of Africa around 50 thousand
years ago. Mongoloid people branched off
along the migration path from East Africa to the
Far East. About 30 thousand years ago, the
early Mongoloid population divided into two
groups in Southeast Asia. Some went
northward into East Asia along a west route
from Myanmar into Yunnan, and others went
along the east route from Vietnam into Guangxi.
These two migrations were the origin of most
of the East Asians today.
The
ancestors
of
Austro-Asiatic,
Hmong-Mien, and Sino-Tibetan were in the
west route, while Austro-Tai was in the east
route. The Austro-Tai populations resided and
developed for many thousand years around the
Gulf of Tonkin, and it is assumed that the Y
chromosome O1 haplogroup originated there
about 20 thousand years ago.
The diversification and diffusion of
Austro-Tai can be divided into three periods.
The first period is the population differentiation
in the Paleolithic Age. In this period, difference
appeared between the mountain populations in
Guangxi backland and the seashore populations
around Gulf of Tonkin. While the mountain
population
developed
into
Daic-Kloc
(Luo-Yue), the O1 haplogroup originated in the
seashore populations and subsequently spread
along the seashore, kept in the Hlai populations
as the oldest layer in Hainan. By 14 thousand
years ago, the seashore population had spread
along the seashore of Guangdong to Taiwan.
The Taiwan Island was connected to the
mainland of Guangdong at that time, and the
migration of that time became the earliest part
of the present Taiwan aboriginal populations.
Around 12 thousand years ago, other
populations began to go southward from Gulf
of Tonkin along the Vietnam seashore, which
developed into Malayans later. Genetic
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the Zhuang-Tai. At
A about the same
s
time perriod,
the Kadai
K
went northwest to
t Guizhou and
foundded several Kingdoms such
s
as Yerrong
(Ye-L
Lang). Theyy assimilatedd a large num
mber
of Phhu aboriginaal populationns there, whhose
motheer tongues were Protoo-Austro-Asiiatic.
Thesee findings were
w
determinned based onn the
dualitty of the Kadai genetic struucture.
T third perriod of Austrro-Tai populaation
The
historry is the scaattering and migration
m
off the
Kam--Tai. About two
t
thousandd years ago,, the
Han people
p
begann to migrate into the areea of
the Kam-Tai,
K
and the Kam-Taii populationss left
the southeast
s
coaast zone in succession. The
largesst migration was
w the exilee of the Min-Y
Yue.
It wass a coercive migration
m
by the Han Emppire,
resultting in alm
most all off the Min--Yue
popullations leavinng Fujian. Thus,
T
Austroo-Tai
markeers can hardlly be found in
i today’s Fuujian
popullation.
S
Some
Min-Y
Yue populatiions escapedd to
Guanngdong and then went further west to
Guizhhou, formingg today’s Sui people. Otthers
moveed to Taiwan.. We found thhat the Sui iss the
popullation with thhe most genettic connectionns to
the Taiwan aborigines
a
among world
w
popullations. Moost of thhe Guangddong
popullations also migrated noorthwest, turnning
into Kam
K
people.. Subsequenttly, a part off the
Zhuanng-Tai peopple also lefft Guangxi and
migraated to thhe Indo-Chhina peninsuular,
becom
ming Tai-Thaai populationss.
A comprehensive investtigation in Laos
L
and Thailand
T
revvealed that present
p
Tai-T
Thai
popullations mostlly came from
m the indigennous
Austrro-Asiatic poppulations, wiith only very low
propoortion of thhe Daic anccestry. And the
propoortion of Daic ancestry allso varies am
mong
the Tai-Thai populations, with higher
propoortions in thee larger popuulations, suchh as
Lao, Phutai, Thai,, Tai-Lue, etcc. Whereas inn the
smalll populations,, such as Saekk and Rien, show
no geenetic resembblance to the Daic populattions
in Chhina. Thereforre, the small Daic populattions

S
Asiia most probaably came fro
om the
in Southeast
Ausstro-Asiatic populations and accepteed the
lang
guage and cuulture of Daaic migrants in the
receent two thoussand years.
The Austroo-Tai populatiions are very
y large
in East
E and Souttheast Asia. M
Many details about
mig
gration routes and anciennt population
ns are
yet unclear, reqquiring moree genetic stu
udy on
morre populationns. By now, aat least we arre able
to reconstruct
r
a compendious phylogenetic tree
of the Austro--Tai, which helps greattly in
accessing the eaarly history of the peoplling in
Far East.
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Fig.11. A paternal phylogenetic tree of Austro-Tai
popu
ulations.
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Fig.2. Diversification history and migration routes of Austro-Tai populations inferred from the Y chromosome diversity
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